PMDESK

PROJECT MANAGEMENT APLICATION
INTEGRATED WITH SOLIDWORKS

PERFECT MANAGING OF PROJECTS AND RESOURCES, GANT’S CHARTS,
INTEGRATION WITH SOLIDWORKS
System improves managing of projects, task scheduling, following of realization status and control resource
availability. PMDesk supports complete project execution process from an idea through design, technology,
manufacturing up to the end of production. Application significantly improves communication between team
members from different departments.
PMDesk is integrated with product data management system
– SOLIDWORKS PDM, it also has a dedicated panel with list
of tasks for project members without access to PDM and task
window inside SOLIDWORKS.

PMDesk application allows You to control the real project
realization, create schedules as commonly used Gantt’s charts,
effectively manage resources and control complete project
portfolio in organization in one tool.
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This interface is dedicated for project and department
managers. It allows You to: create project schedules, plan and
control resource usage, assign tasks and follow task realization.

This interface allows to view the tasks assigned for You as
a team member. Contributor do not require the access to
SOLIDWORKS PDM system, therefore it is possible to assign
tasks for people who are responsible for accounting or material
planning. Task list is available from SOLIDWORKS window
directly. Task list panel in SOLIDWORKS is ideal for designers,
who works in SOLIDWORKS application and do not have to
open separate application to view and report project activities.

Project portfolio management
Easy control of project status thanks to project list with actual
statuses and showing all projects and tasks as Gantt’s chart.
Automatic creation of project history and possibility to create
customized reports.

Project schedules
Schedule creation as Gantt’s chart. Task definition in graphic
way with automatic check for resource availability.

Monitor of resource allocation
Automatic notification about conflict of resources. Resource
allocation graph is always actual and allow to view required
time frame.

Individual task list for each person
Every PMDesk user has individual task list to complete for
each project with actual status and planned dates to finish.

Integration with SOLIDWORKS PDM
Easy data connection between SOLIDWORKS PDM system
and assigned tasks. Possibility to connect files from PDM
system to the tasks directly.

